Three in a row! This was a great year for historical
Wargames at PBHS. Not only did we celebrate our
tenth year of competition play, we also had our third
Junior Protea in a row! Our boys have dominated
schools' wargaming for the past ve years and
we are going from strength to strength. In 2006
Erasmus Burger became the Boys' High rst Junior
Protea for Mind Sports and he played in the World
Championships in Athens, Greece. This was followed
in 2007 with a double achievement when Alex Roodt
became Boys High's second Junior Protea and Duane
Havenga became Junior World Champion for the Pike
and Shot period, held in Port Elizabeth. This year saw
Paul Jooste being selected for the Junior Protea Team
which participated in Helsinki, Finland.
The past ten years have seen many faces come
and go at the school and at the Historical Wargames
Club. Our boys have played at provincial events
around the country every year since 1998 and we
rst hosted a provincial event in 2006. We had a bit
of a mishap in December 2007 when our school bus
was stolen at the Kwa-Zulu Natal Provincial, but all
the boys got home safely. Wargames may not be the
biggest activity at school, but it is certainly one of
the most dynamic.
People often ask 'How do you play?' – It is quite
simple really. History is divided into periods, to
prevent anomalies like Viking Berserkers ghting
German Tiger tanks. Each such period has dening
characteristics, such as the type of weapons, size of
battleeld, command and control etc. The role of
technology is denitive in explaining warfare. In
our largest period called Ancients, we have Romans,
Greeks, Persians, Chinese, Celts, Carthaginians, and
many others. Each army is composed of certain
troop types, with names like blade, pike, spear and

Explaining the intricacies of wargaming to prospective members at the
Form One Commencement evening.

also elephants, knights and cavalry. Each of these
have specications regarding movement speeds and
limitations when crossing terrain, such as woods,
hills, elds and others. Each troop type also has a
combat factor, such as blade's ve against foot, but
three against mounted troops. Cavalry always has a
factor three, but knights have a three against foot and
four against mounted, but can kill foot instantly. We
then use dice to determine random events occurring
such as wind changes, rainfall, snow and dust.
Whoever kills the most of his opponent's troops
rst, wins the game.
Provincial, National and International events are
played on 1 1.2m × 1.8m boards, each game lasting
at least three hours, or until a result is achieved.
Our boys come back with medals from most events.
Players who win all their games at a Provincial event
automatically qualify for an award of Provincial
Colours. An indication of the very high level of play
at PBHS is the fact that in 2008 the following boys
were awarded Provincial Colours: Duane Havenga,
Christopher Minnaar, Kyron Sales, Jack Xu and
Shawn Yu. In addition Mduduzi Zwane received
High School National Colours.
The rules we currently play by are De Bellis
Multitudinis 3.1. A copy of this as well as the four
Army List Books are available from the School
library's research section.
The 2009 World Championships will be held in
the USA and we are holding thumbs that PBHS will
provide a fourth Junior Protea. There can be few
more exhilirating experiences than commanding
your own troops in battle. Come on, bring your
army to the battleeld and let's play!
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Historical Wargames

Carl Holliday (Coach)

An army in miniature.
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Hiking Club
Subsequent to two years of inactivity, the hiking
club was well overdue for a saunter through the
mountains of our lovely country. The April holidays
saw the club completing the Baviaanskloof Hike
near Rustenburg. Not only was the hike greatly
enjoyable, but it also served as a good introduction
for the newer members of the club. One of the
highlights of the hike was staying in the "cave-like"
huts on the second night. The cliff jumping on day
two was also greatly enjoyed by all. As is tradition
we stopped at the Spur on the way back, which was
a welcome oasis for all after a gruelling trail.
The second hike of 2008 was in the magnicent
Golden Gate Nature Reserve. The weekend started
off with a roaring bonre and a "stok-brood" feast,

accompanied by excited chatter about the trail
ahead. This two night hike proved to be not only
very beautiful, but also challenging at times. The
reward after many long up-hill climbs was a majestic
view from the top of the reserve of the hamlet of
Caledonia. Misha "Lone Ranger" Janse van Rensburg
provided some comic relief by falling from the back
of a wild horse he was trying to tame.
A big thanks to all the boys in the club for making
the hikes as enjoyable as they were and for being
good ambassadors for the School at all times. We
look forward to exploring more of Africa with the
club in the future.
C MacDonald

Front Row L–R: X Swart, Mr M Badenhorst (Master-in-charge), T Potgieter (Chair), Mr C MacDonald (Master-in-charge),
M Janse van Rensburg.
Back Row L–R: K van Niekerk, S Dreyer, G Lombard, W Black, Q den Haartog, P van den Bergh, R Coetzee.

Henk (Spiderman) Delen taking the road less travelled on Day two of
the Golden Gate hike
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Misha and Tiaan grimace as they come to grips with a very treacherous
chain ladder on Day two of the Golden Gate hiking trail
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Hiking Club

4

5
1. Baviaanskrans hiking trail – North West Province: Day 1 – just getting started. L–R T Potgieter, H Delen, X Swart, Q den Hartog, T Ras, S
Dreyer, R Els, P van den Berg, G Lombard, V Jacobs, K van Niekerk, Mr C MacDonald
2. Henk, Tiaan, Misha and Paul enjoying the view on Day two of the Golden Gate hiking trail
3. The second night of the Baviaanskrans trail. Gabriel Lombard nding his "roots"
4. Boys enjoying the cool mountain water. Day 3 – Baviaanskrans trail
5. Fresh faces at the starting point of the Golden Gate hiking trail. Back L–R: P van den Berg, B Mkwanazi, Mr C MacDonald, H Delen, T Ras,
G Lombard, Q den Hartog and T Potgieter. Front L–R: S Dreyer, R Coetzee, M Janse van Rensburg and Mr M Badenhorst
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Photographic Society
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Any photographer will be able to tell one that there
are two parts to taking a great photo: Firstly, being
at the right place at the right time, and, secondly,
knowing your equipment, in other words, the
technical ability to take a great photo. There are many
people who have taken one or two good photos. To
be able to consistently take great photos is where the
dividing line is drawn between those who can and
those who should rather not (because they bore the
rest of us to tears with the endless happy snaps).
My focus this year was exclusively on improving
the boys' technical skills. One of the biggest
investments in their skills this year was the weekend
workshop over four days at the Ezemvelo nature
reserve just outside Bronkhorstspruit. This was an
opportunity to spend four days doing nothing but
eat, sleep and drink photography, surrounded by
photographers in a photographic paradise. Lawrence
and Linda Boatwright were our instructors for the
duration of the weekend and Ludwig Jacobs kindly
lent us lenses, cameras, studio lights and a host of
other equipment from Ludwig's Photography. He
also sponsored prizes for the winners of the best
photos of the weekend.
The workshop was kicked off with a hands-on,
get-to-know-your-camera session where questions
along the lines of, 'what does this button do?' were
answered by Lawrence and Linda. All the topics
covered over the weekend were started off by a
short lecture and then a practical, hands-on session
under the guidance of Linda and Lawrence. We
had our rst 'painting with light' session on the rst
night and the next morning we had a randomly
selected individual theme shoot-out which was won
by Francois Retief. The rest of the day was spent on
studio photography and 'portrait' photography with
another shoot-out with the theme portrait which
Sizo Khuzwayo won with an excellent portrayal
of Tyron Hopf. The evening theme was once again
'painting with light' and a series of brilliant team
efforts rendered some excellent photos.
The second – very early – morning saw a band of
bleary eyed photographers trekking up to a nearby
koppie to catch the sunrise, which never happened.
So, later, a rather disgruntled band of photographers
stumbled down to revive themselves with some
coffee and whatever breakfast was left over by the
monkeys and a tame ostrich called Priscilla. The
morning session was taken up by macro and close-up
photography and the macro shoot-out was won by
Steffan van Aswegen. The afternoon session focused
on shutter speeds, action photos which either show
movement or capture a moment in absolute crisp,
clear clarity. The evening session carried the theme
of shutter speeds through while we honed our newly
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acquired skills around a huge bonre, attempting to
capture the ames and getting adventurous playing
with light balance and stars.
On the third day we woke up to lots of rain and
no power. Surprisingly enough, it wasn't Eskom but
an act of God which rendered the farms in the area
without electricity and we were told that the problem
would be xed shortly. The adjudication of three
themes was done in one session: action and motion,
re photography and painting with light. Thomas de
Bruyn won the re photography category, Nicholas
Fidler won the action and motion category and Tyron
Hopf won the painting with light category.
We were planning to enter all the members of the
society who went on the weekend workshop in the
lens-cap rally held in Bronkhorstspruit on the Sunday.
Since most of us had never taken part in a rally before
we had our own mini rally on Saturday to prepare
us for the rally on Sunday. After Lawrence explained
the rules the rally was on, the boys scattered and the
teachers sat drinking cold coffee in the rain, debating
whether we should cancel the rest of the weekend or
not. Without electricity we couldn't feed the hungry
hordes, without electricity we couldn't keep the
cameras going for two days of non-stop shooting and,
worst of all, because of the sporadic rain storms every
bit of wood we had was wet.
We put the question to the boys and their
adventurous spirit prevailed. Francois Retief earned
himself the nickname Boerseun, because of his ability
to tackle any obstacle but mostly because of his
ability to make re in the pouring rain, getting the
meat barbequed and thereby saving us all from sure
starvation. We had the nal adjudication to decide on
the best overall photos of the weekend, all squashed
together around the one remaining laptop. Tyron
Hopf won best photo with Francois Retief in second
place. They both won gift vouchers sponsored by
Ludwig's Photographic. Sizo Khuzwayo, Thomas de
Bruyn and Nicholas Fidler were collectively placed
third. They each won a year's subscription to the Pix
Magazine sponsored by the Photographic Society.
On Sunday morning we arrived at the Buddhist
Temple only to nd that the rally had been cancelled
due to the rain. We spent some time taking our own
photos at this picturesque location before heading
home. In spite of the fact that all the boys were not
able to be part of this weekend, I feel sure that the
knowledge and experience gained by the boys will
be shared out to them.
During the year we had monthly adjudications
by Photographic Society of Southern Africa (PSSA)
accredited judges, and senior lecturers from well
known tertiary photographic educational institutions.
The regular criticism, positive or otherwise, on our own

photos and those of our fellow society members has
been instrumental in once again moving the general
standard of photography in the society to new levels.
We had "do-it-yourself" practical photographic
workshops where we, amongst other things, built
our own light tents, made our own diffusers, Bokehs,
Lumiquests (yea, you'll have to join the society to nd
out) and many more. We also had several afternoon
photographic workshops hosted by professional
photographers who so generously gave of their time
and shared their expertise. I would like to mention Basil
Koufos, specically, in terms of the great workshop on
band or stage photography, and also Mario Sales.
In spite of the fact that Mario Sales is a Boys
High parent, I only "discovered" him and asked
him to join us very late in the year. "Admired
in Africa" an African Photography magazine
featuring the best photographers working on
the African continent said: "Mario Sales has been
dragging the South African wedding photography
scene into the sunlight, blinking and kicking. His
photography combines meticulous attention to detail
and a painter's understanding of form and colour." We
have been privileged to have Mario talk to us on a
number of occasions as well as the unforgettable
modelling photo shoot under his instruction. I
hope Mario will remain involved with the society
in spite of his very busy schedule.
As always, we had outings, granted a few less this
year because of the immense amount of paperwork
involved in taking the boys anywhere, not to
mention the ve month long trial I had to endure
to get my PDP specically for the Zambia trip (see

full article elsewhere). The outing to the David
Goldblatt exhibition in Johannesburg where David
himself joined us and took us through the mental
journey that brought each photo into being, was my
personal favourite of the year.
And so all good things come to an end; by the
time we were preparing for our annual exhibition,
again a great success, I knew that I would be leaving
Boys High at the end of the year. I would like to
say thank you to everyone involved in making this
society what it is. In one of the afternoon meetings
one of the boys said amateur photographers worry
about equipment, professional photographers worry
about money, great photographers worry about
light. Therefore I would like to wish each and every
one of you, past, present and future members of
the Pretoria Boys High Photographic Society, many
great moments … and sweet light.
Corna Olivier
MIC
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Photographic Society

Front Row L–R: C Fynn, A Scholtz, Mrs C Olivier (M-I-C), T Hopf (Chairman), Mrs M Hornsveld (2nd M-I-C), W Yates (Vice Chairman),
F Retief.
Middle Row L–R: C Reyneke, R Bekker, S Bekker, G Cloete.
Back Row L–R: K Gaunt, S Khuzwayo, D Fraser, N Roodt, J Baker.
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Science Club
This has been an amazing year for the Science Club,
with unusual lab experiments being performed,
awesome outings being arranged and challenging,
but fun, competitions being compiled.
A few of the highlights of this year were
experiments such as burning magnesium which
creates a blinding light, as well as making a
amethrower using Lycopodium powder which
enabled us to blow a huge ame from our homemade amethrower.
The outings arranged this year were even more
exciting as we got to visit some amazing places such
as the Planetarium where we were shown how to

navigate by using the night sky and the CSIR where
we were shown the massive wind tunnel that is
used for aerodynamic testing on aircraft, as well as
powerful lasers that can cut through thick metal.
The highlight for most people was probably the
trip to the South African Breweries where we were
shown how beer is manufactured in huge amounts
each day, and how to pour the perfect beer. We
ended the tour in the 'on site' bar where we were
able to taste the refreshing brews of Coke, Fanta and
Sprite!
Romney Soar

Front Row L–R: L Chokalingam, T Sekwele (Secretary), R Norton (Chairman), S van der Walt (Vice Chairman), S Skhosana.
Middle Row L–R: A Shamu, T Modikwe, A Roodt, N Taljaard, J Kawanga.
Back Row L–R: N Ali, B Mkwanazi, R Andrew, Mrs L McEvoy (Teacher-in-Charge).
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2008 was a very interesting year. The SCA can only
give God the glory for the growth it experienced,
especially in the day boy SCA meetings. Some
of the young men attending developed into very
responsible young men who took charge of the
meetings and led with enthusiasm and dedication.
Every Tuesday and Thursday the day boys met
in the SCA Den and either prayed, worshipped
or shared the word with one another. It always is
a heartwarming experience to witness young men
eager to know more about the Lord.
The boarder SCA faithfully met on Thursday
evenings and even at these meetings there was a
genuine growth in the young men's walk with God.
Special thanks must be made to John Webber, an
old boy who voluntarily assisted in taking charge of

some meetings, helping Mr Steyn by being available
for counseling, prayer and teaching.
The SCA plays a vital role in giving boys the
opportunity to meet other boys who also love God,
or who are searching for truth. The SCA is a safe
haven for those who need friendship and support
and, as such, fullling Jesus' command that we must
love one another.
Thanks to the positive and inspiring example of
our matrics. For the junior boys this example has
been uplifting and helped them to follow in their
seniors' footsteps.
Thank God for another successful year.
Andre Steyn
MIC
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SCA

Front Row L–R: G Segabutle, O Mpipi, L Raseroka, R Janse van Rensburg, Mr A Steyn (Master-in-charge), J De Kiewit, N van Biljon,
C Cilliers, A Laing.
Second Row L–R: D de Klerk, G Manicom, K Konopi, E Loxley-Ford, G Laragna, F Bonafede.
Third Row L–R: M Bokaba, M Elliot-Murray, B Rath, M Currie, T Dawson, R Mould.
Back Row L–R: D Shanmugam, W Black.
Absent: J Leppan, J-P Tlokotsi, R Pentz, S van Niekerk, L Lebakeng, G Moroweng.
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VHYL
After the departure of its founding chairman, Savaal
Singh, the VHYL was given a new leader as well
as a new Master-in-Charge. Anil Pillai, the newly
appointed chairman, was nervous about following in
Savaal's footsteps but, during the course of the year, he
began to feel a lot more comfortable. The society slowly
gained new members and its popularity increased.
Mrs Prinsen, our new MIC, proved to be a pillar of
strength for the League. I personally believe that we
were very privileged to have a person as dedicated
and passionate as she.
Our rst excursion was to the Gopuram Temple.
Situated in Marabastad, the temple stands at a
height of three storeys and we were told that the
temple was as old as Boys High. We arrived on
the Krishna's birthday and evidence of the night's
festivities were obvious: burnt ghee, charred pieces
of paper, puddles of coconut milk and the statues
garlanded with fresh owers.
For the rst outreach activity, we donated fresh
fruit and vegetables to Zamituthuko Primary school
in Mamelodi. One of the main problems within the
primary school was the situation of extreme poverty
from which a majority of the pupils come. Some of
the children's only meal of the day is provided by
the school during break-time. Apart from that, theft,
drug-addiction and physical violence threaten the
well-being of the school.
As a departure from our more conventional
outings, we visited the Nun-hua Buddhist Temple
in Bronkhorstspruit. This outing was one of the
highlights of the year. It was refreshing to learn
about another religion other than Hinduism.

Front Row L–R: L Chokalingam, A Pillai (Chairman), M Bhana
(Vice Chairman).
Middle Row L–R: A Pundit, K Poovendran, P Dinna, K Misser.
Back Row L–R: A Maharaj, P Dinna. Absent: D Pillay, R Malatji,
S Khuzwayo.

Overall, 2008 was a very interesting year. Despite
the rumours of the club 'collapsing' without Savaal,
we managed to complete a successful year.
Raymond Malatji

Members of the VYHL publicise the activity at the Commencement Ceremony exhibitions.
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The society started the year with a presentation about
the Wildlife Society before the Commencement
ceremony. Owing to this, we recruited fteen new
Form 1 members. The society met every Wednesday
at second break when we planned projects and trips
away.
The most exciting thing that we have done this year
was when we went to the CSIR to count the animals
on their grounds. The most important of these were
the duiker and the steenbok. The following extract
came from a CSIR newsletter:
"This year the CSIR "Bokkie Count" Day was held on 5
September 2008. People from the CSIR, the Pretoria Boys
High School's Wildlife Society and the private sector,
started off from the CSIR's southern boundary behind

Building 46f.
Forming a straight line from east to west, the human
chain set off for the northern end of the campus, tallying
bokkies as they went.
One of the boys from the Pretoria Boys High School's
Wildlife Society commented, "Do you realise how
fortunate you are to work in surroundings with their own
Nature Reserve? So why not take time to enjoy it? It is
the beginning of spring and nature is at its best. We really
love it here."
Thank you to all the boys who have so willingly
been involved in the Society this year.
P Botha
Master-in-Charge
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Wildlife Society

Front Row L–R: A Waldeck, L Hughes, J Maartens (Chairman), Mr P Botha (Master-in-charge), H Botha, V Motswi, J Joubert.
Middle Row L–R: M Cohen, M Mahao, M Sebogalodi, G Kirsten, M Roberds, R Scheepers.
Back Row L–R: C Botes, K Gray, J Herbst.

Scenes from the CSIR "Bokkie Count"
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A kiss and a coin
I stood on the banks of the Red Sea Riviera and
watched the resort receiving another cruise ship
lled with joyful tourists. I imagined Moses himself
once standing there and receiving an answer to his
prayer when he and thousands of Hebrews most
needed it. I imagined this great dark water lifted
hundreds of feet into the air, providing a path of soft
sea sand for the needy.
I turned around and walked to the church – an
ancient Gnostic Church lled with pilgrims, and
now, including me. The oor was covered with sand,
dragged in by sandals from the desert beach. I waited
for the priest to meet me. The priest, according to my
father, had the answer to life. I had come all this way
because my father would not tell me this answer
himself. What could this priest possibly tell me that
would help me in my life? The Sunday morning sun
touched the air inside.
I waited, standing in the middle of the oor. I
watched as an old dark man in a white robe knelt
at the altar. He moved slowly and holily towards a
priest, and gave him a kiss and a coin.
I thought of Jade. I should have brought her with
me. Her sparkling dark-blue eyes transgured me.
She would have loved those resorts.
Maybe one day I could own my own resort on
this ancient sea. I would be rich and dressed like

an Egyptian god, watching my palace, watching
beautiful women bathing and laughing, and
watching, with jealousy, my queen. I was startled
out of my silly dream by a little boy who pointed
to a man in a purple robe. He had a golden rod in
his hand. He must be the wise priest I had come to
meet.
He spoke in an ancient African accent, “You Pierre
son?”
Always just my father’s son, “Yes, I was told to
nd Hamach, the priest, at this church on this day.”
He smiled a smile that welcomed all the earth to
smile back.
I laughed. “What is the answer to life’s greatest
question?”
He took me outside, onto the golden dust and said,
“Three thing. There are three thing.” He showed his
index nger. “One: Love can not be buyed. Two:
Love of money is danger.” Holding two ngers to
the sky, he made them three, AThree: Search for
both like they be gold, and if nd both,” he looked
over the sea of reeds, “and if nd both, it be like
diamonds.” He smiled again.
I couldn’t help but laugh. I gave him a kiss and a
coin. It was all I had to give.

CREATIVE WRITING

English

John Vermaak (Form V)

Seasons
Seasons are a lot like people. Summer is a hot-headed
man who perspires through his thunder storms and
rain clouds. His anger is felt most in the blistering
rays of sunshine which leave most of us peeling for
days. Autumn is a cheerful old man whose ames of
fun can be seen in the falling red, yellow and orange
leaves. The weather is warm but slowly turning
colder as plants prepare for their winter sleep.
Winter is the ice-queen of seasons; her killing chill
brings frost and wind and shorter days. She makes
us all cower in our homes with soup, warm clothes
and blankets to keep us warm and safe from her
chilling grasp. Spring is a little child, awakening all
with her life-giving charms. She is warm, friendly
and welcoming as all of nature’s treasures wake up
from their winter sleep. Once again the whole world
comes out to play.
Sean Massyn (Form III)

Steffan van Aswegen
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English
Doing nothing
A look into the mind of a schoolboy prior to conduct
resulting in the provocation of a teacher’s wrath.
There are many activities and non-activities
which might land a boy in trouble. These range from
transgressing practical and essential rules, such as
not talking in class which ensures a suitable teaching
environment, to manners, (which certain groups,
commonly known as “they” have decided upon)
such as greeting all adults who pass by.
I believe that the majority of schoolboys are
punished for doing nothing – when nothing was
done for homework; when nothing was done to
prevent tardiness; when the attention paid to work
amounts to nothing; when nothing was done when
manners dictated action.
Part of my philosophy, which is more widely
applied at university rather than at school, is not
to get worked up over nothing. Teachers often take
personal offence at nothing and other non-activities.
This might stem from their misunderstanding of
boys’ minds.
For example, consider the thought process before
sleeping in class. Generally, there are three different
thought processes prior to sleeping. These can be
recognised by the position of the sleeping boy.
The rst position is sleeping upright. One may
wonder what has gone through such a sleeper’s
mind. The answer is nothing. This type of sleeping
happens only to those unfortunate souls who have
unwittingly acquired the ability to balance while
sleeping and can be likened to a driver falling asleep
at the wheel.
The second type of sleeping is similarly accidental,
although it could be argued that the sleeper was
looking for trouble. This can be recognised by
sleeping on one arm facing the writing hand which
often still clutches a pen. This sleeping often happens
when the subconscious tricks the conscious mind
into thinking that just resting the head will be more
comfortable while working.
The third type of sleeping is when the sleeper rests
on both crossed arms, which is the most comfortable
position. The thought process before this sleeping
involves weighing up the reward (rest) against the
risks (punishment) and the disadvantage (missing
work).
Misdemeanours are seldom perpetrated with
malice.
Jan-Hendrik Schoeman (Form V)
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Arthur Procopos Form V

Vaughan Primmer Form III

Art Gallery

Craig Bester Form V

Werner Güldenpfennig Form V

Thomas Dreyer Form V

Thomas Dreyer Form V
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Art Gallery

Luke Pretorius Form IV

James Kampman Form IV

Leon Bekker Form V

Claudio Barreiro Form V
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Leon Muuren Form IV

Barry-Jay van Wyk Form V

Alex Theodosiou Form V

Lloyd Hughes Form V

Jan-Hendrik Schoeman Form V

Leon Bekker Form V

Werner Guldenpfennig Form V

Craig Bester Form V
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Art Gallery

Jan-Hendrik Schoeman

Jonathan Green Form V

Paul van Zweel Form V
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Jonathan Green Form V

Dylan van Hout Form V

Jonathan Green Form V

Tsepang Makofane Form V

Jan-Hendrik Schoeman Form V

Lloyd Hughes Form V

Leon Bekker
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Photo Gallery

Garon Cloete – Daisy

Thomas de Bruyn

Francois Retief
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Garon Cloete

Photo Gallery

William Yates

Ruben Bakker – Untitled

Illoyds Hughes – Fail
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The Year at a Glance

1

2

4

3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The new Form Ones are introduced to the School
The School gala: house spirit very evident
Conclusion to the gala: the “Candle Race”
Venetian theme for the Matric dance
Cricket beyond the geraniums
Victory for First XV at AHS match
Valediction: the academic procession
Bush School: brieng before cross country ride
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